Defining Energy Therapy

“Invisible Universe

Visible Universe

Invisible:
Celestial
Mind
Soul
Heaven
No-form
Morphogenic Field
Implicate Order
Reciprocal Space
Information Wave
Quantum Effects
Ordering Principle

Visible:
Terrestrial
Matter
Body
Earth
Form
Material Substance
Explicate Order
Ordinary Space
Particulate Matter
Newtonian Effects
Ordered Systems

Health care strategies linking the **visible** physical body and its health conditions
With
their **invisible** correlates, often via some **Perceptual interface**

*Healing comes from an encounter with the Infinite.*

–Alberto Villaldo, *Healer, Shaman, Sage*, p. 46

*Perceptual Interfaces: Subtle Palpation, Intuition, ESP, Dreams, Archetypes, Art, Movement, Ritual, Sound, Technology*